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The ways that the past impacts the Australian city in the present, sparking the historical 
consciousness of its residents and rulers alike, has its own social history. No doubt this 
history is tied to nineteenth-century Britain, the National Trusts and other voluntary 
organisations, and the farsighted local figures that drew attention to aspects of the 
Australian city. This accepted narrative is, however, inadequate for Australia today, 
where urban heritage has its own distinguishable twentieth-century history. This paper 
contends that Australian urban heritage—an iconic idea—has a complex history that 
demands further investigation, and that a fresh perspective might be achieved through 
considerations of scale. 

This paper shows how the Inquiry into the National Estate—initiated by the Whitlam 
Government in 1973—was a national moment that spurred local communities, 
professional organisations, universities and governments to take heritage action. It 
examines submissions to the inquiry from Brisbane and the Gold Coast that were 
concerned about cities and the built environment. In doing so, this paper identifies the 
desires and motivations of the various people and organisations in having particular 
places entered into the national estate. It also investigates the uneven ways this inquiry 
dealt with these submissions as part of their deliberations. For the Australian city, the 
inquiry may have contributed further momentum to emergent local heritage 
movements, and yet certain conceptions of what might be called ‘respectable heritage’ 
ultimately dominated proceedings. These submissions at once shaped the future local 
and national boundaries of the national estate and in turn urban heritage.  
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Australians have come only lately to a full appreciation of the significance of their 
vernacular buildings to the cultural environment. Nowhere is this more true than in 
Queensland where there is sparse appreciation among local people of the special value 
of their small timber houses with a character apparently unique in Australia (Walker, 
1973). 
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Where was the place for urban heritage in Brisbane and the Gold Coast during the 1970s? How had 
the urban heritage consciousness of people in these cities been awakened in comparison to other 
Australian cities? For Reg Walker, in his role on the Committee of Inquiry into the National Estate, 
the heritage awareness of Queenslanders was latent. Then again, the committee had been 
presented with few submissions from Queensland to inform their inquiry. So Walker came to his 
own conclusions. What distinguished Queensland from other Australian states, he determined, was 
its abundance of ‘small timber houses with a character apparently unique’, of which Queenslanders 
only had ‘sparse appreciation’. People from Brisbane and the Gold Coast, then, seemingly lacked the 
sophisticated understandings of urban heritage that might be found in the Harbour City or in 
Marvellous Melbourne. Overtly condescending, this draft paragraph became a minor section on 
planning controls for vernacular rural buildings in the final report (Report of the national estate 
1974: 155) 

The Inquiry into the National Estate did not engage with the urban heritage milieu of Brisbane and 
the Gold Coast. The Queensland urban submissions to the inquiry might have been fewer and lacked 
the detail of other contributions, but they operated in a similar 1970s heritage discourse to the 
submissions from other Australian cities. With basically unsupportive municipal councils and State 
Government and a muted public sphere (c.f., Fitzgerald et al. 2009: 156ff, Evans 2007: 224-227, 
Evans et al. 2004: 39-48), stereotypes of Queensland’s cities permeated the inquiry and specifically 
its understandings of Brisbane and Gold Coast heritage, which the inquiry made little attempt to 
remedy. In contrast, by analysing the submissions, this paper argues that in the 1970s there was a 
nascent heritage consciousness in Queensland and especially Brisbane. Heritage discourses were 
also present in cities like the Gold Coast. So the broad refusal of such cities to directly engage with 
urban heritage reveals much about the history of Australian heritage practice and localised urban 
heritage cultures. The kinds of places found on the Gold Coast in the 1970s—and to a lesser extent 
today—are not those typically found in heritage registers or on the radar of heritage activists (c.f., 
Green 1982). The history of urban heritage in Brisbane too does not begin with the nocturnal 
demolitions, and is broader than a discussion of governance or professional practice. In order to 
reveal an early local urban heritage consciousness, this paper first considers the place of heritage 
and the national estate in the urban history of these cities. It then conducts a reading of the 
submissions from Queensland to contend that despite ‘urban heritage’ being a visibly contested 
terrain in Brisbane and the Gold Coast in the 1970s, these contests were mostly sidestepped by the 
inquiry and in the subsequent literature. 

The urban imaginary of Brisbane and the Gold Coast is more orientated to the future than the past 
(Glover & Cunningham 2003, Davison 1991a: 25). Combined with factors such as ruralism, 
regionalism, religious conservatism, political corruption, and a lack of robust public debate, 
Queensland became the last Australian state to introduce heritage legislation in 1992 (Yelland 1991: 
44, Fisher 1991: 66-68). This is often attributed to the free market ideology of Queensland. Yet, as 
historian Graeme Davison suggested in 1991, this argument is oxymoronic—for instance, regulation 
of agriculture in Queensland was then vigorous—and Queensland’s heritage history might rather be 
characterised by its underdeveloped conservation philosophy, against the backdrop of Premier Joh 
Bjelke-Petersen’s Governments (Davison 1991a: 25). For various reasons, therefore, mostly related 
to lagging professional heritage practice, the productive role that heritage might play in the 
Queensland city was seemingly recognised and thus legislated later than in other Australian cities. 
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Since the 1960s, Brisbanites had witnessed the destruction of over sixty historically significant 
buildings including clearances for freeways and the high-profile ‘nocturnal demolitions’ of the 
Bellevue Hotel, Cloudland Ballroom and the Commonwealth Bank (Fisher 1991). That same year 
Melbourne-based historian Sheryl Yelland surmised ‘Conservation of the cultural heritage in the 
“deep north” of the continent has been one long “war” with few victories and numerous “battles” 
lost’ (1991: 57). By the 1980s, wrote Peter Spearritt (2002: 38, 2006), ‘Brisbane had become the 
demolition capital of Australia’. Yet in that same volume Glen Cooke (2002: 30) argued that the 
1980s—when Brisbane hosted the Commonwealth Games and Expo¬—also marked a shift in local 
urban imaginary from ‘big country town’ to ‘a “can do” city’, an urban shift towards osmopolitanism 
that was arguably necessary for the recognition of urban heritage. 

From the late 1960s, however, Brisbanites had agitated for their urban heritage, even if their state 
and local governments mostly ignored their demands. At first Brisbane resident protest largely took 
the form of an anti-freeway movement (Howe et al. 2013: 111-116, Fitzgerald et al. 2009: 448-449, 
Cole 1984: 227ff). Meanwhile, residents of Indooroopilly in Brisbane’s west had unsuccessfully 
fought the construction of a Westfield shopping centre (Spearritt 2005, Morris 1998: 77). In the 
1970s, heritage became a more explicit concern. Brisbanites, for instance, successfully campaigned 
to save Anzac Square (discussed below) and the Regent Theatre (Cole 1984: 246-249, Fitzgerald 
1984: 441, 455). These kinds of contradictions—around what it means for a city to possess a heritage 
consciousness (or perhaps philosophy)—makes Queensland’s cities such an interesting case study 
for Australian urban heritage: including its conceptual/abstract and material/built spaces. And 
studying Gold Coast alongside Brisbane, as part of the 200 kilometre city, provides additional insights 
into this urban agglomeration’s relationship to heritage (Spearritt 2002, 2006). Whilst heritage 
regulatory regimes are significant, these operate alongside the urban everyday; people’s production 
of fleeting and lasting urban heritage space demands study too. 

This paper is triggered by my broader research into a national urban heritage event, but focuses on 
local urban heritage in Brisbane and the Gold Coast. In other words, this paper is not a history of the 
National Estate and its Inquiry. Rather, after contextualising the inquiry and its archive, this paper 
deploys this archive to ask alternative and perhaps unexpected questions about those Queensland 
cities and their urban histories of heritage. Methodologically, then, this is an urban history paper, 
employing historical primary sources such as government records, periodicals and other 
publications, and engaging with the historiographical literature, and also theories of scale, space and 
place.  

In order to understand Brisbane and the Gold Coast via the National Estate Inquiry, this paper 
negotiates questions that operate at once at the urban, state and national scales. Scale represents 
not only something measurable but also refers to the material and social realities of space and place 
as experienced through social relations and nested hierarchies of power (Sayre & Di Vittorio 2009, 
Agnew 1993, Lefebvre 1991). The national scale, particularly, is constructed through the ideology of 
the nation, and then (re-)produced through social practices, including at the level of the urban 
everyday. Scale, then, is socially constructed, relational, permeated by uneven relations of power, 
and eludes being fixed in time or at place. Each scale reinforces each other scale, and so this paper 
simultaneously suggests that notions of heritage, the National Estate, Brisbane and the Gold Coast, 
all intermingled. Similarly, urban history treats cities as at once socially constructed and materially 
existent, and, in this paper, infused by shifting notions of heritage (after all, contemporary notions of 
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heritage ‘value’ or ‘significance’ hardly existed then). In this way, this Queensland urban history is 
written from the vantage of the Inquiry into the National Estate that played out mostly in Canberra 
and other Australian cities, whilst also establishing foundations for future Australian 1970s urban 
heritage research within and across cities. 

The Inquiry into the National Estate—initiated by the Whitlam Government in 1973—is already 
recognised as a watershed for Australian heritage. Triggered in part by the Government’s 
progressive urban agenda, according to Davison (1991a, 1991b, 2000) it reflected the dominant 
heritage concerns of the time. Planning historians Sharon Veale and Robert Freestone (2012) 
reaffirm this celebratory narrative. Earlier, Tony Bennett (1988: 11-13) argued that the national 
estate erased local difference in its pursuit of a narrative of a singular harmonious national 
community. Historians Paul Ashton and Jennifer Cornwall (2006: 56) also suggested the national 
estate lacked clarity. The background, motivations and outcomes of this Inquiry are not the focus of 
this paper, however (see Lesh 2015). The focus of this paper is relating the national estate to urban 
heritage in specific cities, which has been subject scant examination.  

Amongst other things, the inquiry considered the urban national estate. As well as generating 
publicity around nascent urban heritage and spurring state governments to introduce historic 
building legislation, the inquiry also led to the establishment of the Australian Heritage Commission 
(AHC) and the Australian chapter of ICOMOS. Its final report was widely disseminated, published as a 
glossy illustrated book. The report concluded that ‘The Australian Government has inherited a 
National Estate which has been downgraded, disregarded and neglected’ (Report of the national 
estate 1974: 334). 

Justice Robert Hope of the N.S.W. Supreme Court chaired the inquiry and was joined by seven other 
committee members. When it came to the built environment, expertise lay with Sydneysiders 
Walker—director of New South Wale’s National Trust and state representative on the Australian 
Council of National Trusts—and architect and conservationist Milo Dunphy along with Melburnian 
David Yencken, a merchant builder who became first chair of the AHC. From Queensland, ecologist 
Len Webb was selected. Poet and conservationist Judith Wright-McKinney, originally from Armidale, 
N.S.W., also lived in Queensland. The other appointees were Tasmanian conservationist Keith 
Vallance, and Adelaide architectural lecturer Judith Brine. The committee had no representative 
from Western Australia, and no urbanists from outside Adelaide, Melbourne and Sydney. 

As part of its deliberations, the Committee invited submissions from ‘persons and bodies interested’ 
in the national estate via newspaper advertisements in June 1973. After advertising in national, 
metropolitan and regional newspapers, over 600 submissions were received by the inquiry, 
representing strong community interest (Yencken 1981: 5). Despite the impact of these submissions 
on the future trajectories of Australian heritage, only a small number of them have come under 
subsequent examination. These submissions not only guided the committee, but also propose an 
incredibly powerful archive that reveals much about 1970s Australian heritage urbanism. 

Of the 600 or so submissions, around 200 related to the Australian city (the historical archive does 
not reconcile against the inquiry report). These urban submissions were received from local, state 
and federal government departments and agencies, professional groups such as national and state 
planning and architectural chapters, community and resident action groups (RAGs) and the National 
Trusts along with experts and academics ranging from architects to archaeologists, plus interested 
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individuals. The submissions intermingled concerns of urban amenity, liveability, social justice, 
sustainability and participatory politics with the national estate. That said, these concerns were—
and still are—irrevocably tied to urban heritage (Madgin 2009, Davison & McConville 1991). These 
details on the inquiry have been provided to outline the historical place of urban heritage in 
Australia at this time in order to contextualise the Queensland submissions. 

The remainder of this paper shifts scale from the national to the urban to analyse the submissions 
from Brisbane and the Gold Coast. Ten or so submissions had special relevance to Brisbane and the 
Gold Coast (per INE 1973). No professional urban bodies from Queensland made submissions to the 
inquiry. This is notable because at least one urban professional body submitted to the inquiry from 
every other Australian state. This represented a lack of professional engagement in and debate over 
the future of the Queensland city, no doubt connected to the eroding of the public sphere under 
Bjelke-Petersen (Head 1986, Spearritt 2006: 60). Particularly since a decade earlier, professionals 
groups had been ‘conspicuously noisy’ in response to the Brisbane Town Plan (Cole 1984: 208). 
Alternatively, local and state governments, the National Trust, an action group and various 
individuals made submissions on the two major Queensland cities. 

For the Queensland State Government, the national estate only related to the natural environment. 
From the office of Bjelke-Peterson, Acting Premier Gordon Chalk suggested to the Office of the 
Prime Minister that the Federal Government and the Committee of Inquiry might merely concern 
themselves with studies of the Queensland coastline and the Moreton Region near Brisbane ‘where 
urbanisation is placing increasing pressure on areas which should be protected and preserved for 
conservation and recreation’ (INE Correspondence 1973: August). The Queensland Government 
submission made just a single mention of urban heritage. The State Electricity Commission doubted 
‘whether power stations now returned for service are of general historic interest [except perhaps] 
machinery [as] technological museum exhibitions’ (INE 1973/341). The Federal Government had 
previously identified Queensland as an ‘extreme’ example of a state ‘making very limited gestures of 
support to the local National Trust bodies while attempting to extricate themselves from any direct 
involvement in preservation or conservation on their own account’ (DURD 1973). Little cooperation 
was expected and then realised from Queensland. In these ways, the national estate was delineated 
from (urban) heritage and related almost exclusively to sustainability and the environment in a way 
that provided few assurances of lasting urban place protections.  

From the state to the local scale, the submission from the Gold Coast City Council suggested that its 
municipality had no urban heritage either. Queensland’s south coast had only become the Gold 
Coast in 1933, the landscape tamed by a number of Melbourne entrepreneurs (Davidson & Spearritt 
2000: ch. 5, Fitzgerald 1984: 457ff, Jones 1986, McRobbie 1982). The sorts of buildings that might be 
identified as heritage in Brisbane or in Australia’s other cities were not found on the Gold Coast. In 
the European tradition, the emphasis of urban heritage preservation at this time was still grand 
nineteenth-century buildings or monuments such as war memorials (Davison 1991a). Although RAGs 
in other Australian city had begun their campaigns for preserving neighbourhoods and streetscapes, 
their concerns were not primarily focused on heritage, even if their efforts would later expand 
Australian conceptions of urban heritage to incorporate vernacular places (Howe et al. 2013). 

The submission from the Gold Coast City Council advanced that ‘It is of paramount importance that 
the Gold Coast should protect the asset which draws the Australian and Overseas Tourist trade, - the 
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natural amenity of the coastline and the river and creek systems’ (INE 1973/190). This submission 
conflated heritage with the natural environment, thereby tying environmental conservationism to 
the tourist trade. No built heritage was identified in the submission. Understandings of urban 
heritage in the early 1970s, then, were incompatible with the kinds of places found on the Gold 
Coast. Not until more time had passed and heritage attitudes and practices had shifted would built 
places like those found on the Gold Coast become subject to heritage preservation. By 1999 
Torbreck, a prototypical residential tower completed in 1960 in Brisbane, could become heritage 
listed. On the Gold Coast, in contrast, similarly prototypical apartment towers like the Chateau, or 
the now demolished Iluka tower and Pink Poodle Motel—whose neon sign is state heritage listed—
were never identified as heritage, or at least as of heritage suited to statutory protection. The only 
major exception being the Kinkabool, the Gold Coast’s first apartment tower, listed in 2009 
(McRobbie 1982: 140, Jones 1986 ch. 4). By definition urban heritage existed on the Gold Coast; 
however, its discursive and in turn statutory boundaries were drawn from as early as the 1970s to 
ensure that it would be exploitable and not stifle tourism or future development, never entering the 
national estate. 

Travelling northwards, the City of Brisbane made no submission to the inquiry, in contrast to tens of 
local government areas across Australia. On behalf of the Lord Mayors of Sydney, Melbourne, 
Adelaide, Perth and Hobart, the Capital Cities’ Secretariat endorsed the preservation of ‘national 
heritage’ in a letter to the inquiry (INE 1973/130). The Brisbane Labor Lord Mayor Clem Jones made 
no appearance in inquiry proceedings. Committed to ‘modernising’ Brisbane, Jones and the Council 
had no interest in locating urban heritage via the national estate (Fitzgerald et al. 2009: 146ff, 
Fitzgerald 1984: 440ff, Cole 1984: 286ff). 

The responsibility for advancing urban heritage in Brisbane, therefore, largely rested with concerned 
individual residents. In a submission, environmental expert from Wooloowin, Brisbane W.G.S. 
Huxley suggested green belts, a mandatory building height limit of eight stories, and a reduction in 
freeway and car park building to prevent Brisbane becoming ‘a dead heart, like Sydney’ (INE 
1973/130: 2). From New Farm there was an ‘interested citizen’: the urbane R.C. Campbell wrote an 
engaging six-page submission on the Australian city and its prospects (INE 1973/151). Neither Huxley 
nor Campbell explicitly mentioned heritage. In contrast, David James Sinclair identified Brisbane 
Botanical Gardens, Bellevue Hotel, The Queensland Club, The Mansions, and Anzac Square as places 
to be ‘preserved for all time as objects of historical interest now’ (INE 1973/213). He did not explain 
why those places were of importance, but nevertheless added: 

In the foreseeable future, every square food of the inner city will be “re-developed” and there will 
be nothing left of Brisbane’s “ancient” buildings. These are the signposts in History in their way, and 
without signposts we do not know where we have been, where we are, or where we are going. 

This was the only submission from Brisbane that substantiated a reason for preserving urban 
heritage. Understood in relation to the European monumental tradition, Sinclair advanced a 
personal rendering of Brisbane heritage and related it to specific places in a way that was otherwise 
largely absent from the other submissions. In comparison, the single architectural submission from 
Queensland by Michael Leo of the Department of Architecture at the University of Queensland in no 
way engaged with cities (INE 1973/490). Certainly the notion of a national estate was in flux and its 
perceived relationship with cities, heritage and history varied between submissions. 
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Two other Brisbane submissions had the potential to make a contribution to the national estate 
though were largely disregarded. The only political party to make a submission was the Communist 
Party of Australia Queensland Branch, based in Fortitude Valley. This submission called for a 
‘national strategy to preserve the assets of the National Estate [which required] consideration of the 
causes of the damage’ (underline in original, INE 1973/728). In the party’s view, private enterprise, 
whose interests conflicted with those of the wider community, was to blame for the national 
estate’s poor state. Despite reading as a political polemic, this submission was perhaps the most 
theoretically adventurous meditation made to the inquiry.  

The only urban submission to the inquiry from a private venture came from enthusiast Stanley 
Hancock, who attempted to situate his not-for-profit educative historic outdoor museum called ‘The 
Earlystreet Village’ within the national estate (INE 1973/82). Located in Norman Park, four 
kilometres east of the Brisbane CBD, this ‘theme park’ presented an assemblage of timber houses 
refurbished by Hancock. Whilst this place would become state heritage listed in 1992 and shut due 
to commercial unviability in 1998 (Lennon 2000, para.4.4), in 1973 this venture was disregarded by 
the inquiry. Although not identified by name, as part of the cultural property section, the report 
stated, ‘Re-creations of historic villages can have great appeal but are more often mere parodies of 
the National Estate’ (Report of the national estate 1974: 195, Lowenthal 1985: 301)  It is unclear 
whether this sentiment was also directed at other ‘historic theme parks’ like Victoria’s Sovereign Hill, 
that had opened in 1969, or whether it was reserved for this Queensland entity. The issues 
highlighted by the Communist Party, which foreshadowed the 1980s notion of ‘the Heritage 
Industry’, were not engaged with by the inquiry (Evans 1991, Hewison 1987). These two submissions 
were said to have questionable competence and relevance (to paraphrase the loose assessment 
criteria that was applied to the ‘The Earlystreet Village’ for a subsequent national estate grant).  

The battle over ANZAC Square in part played out amidst the inquiry. Three submissions claimed this 
civic memorial space in central Brisbane as part of the national estate. Sinclair and the National Trust 
placed ANZAC Square in their heritage lists. The strongest claim for this place came from the ANZAC 
Square Preservation Society, who were fighting attempts to privatise the square for a commercial 
development by Brisbane City Council, which had already authorised a canopy of towers surrounding 
the square. The Society’s submission paralleled those received from various RAGs and anti-freeway 
groups in other Australian cities. The Society submission on ANZAC Square detailed how the 
memorial had been conceived in the 1920s and paid for by subscription on land bequeathed by the 
Commonwealth. In their view, the people of Brisbane had to decide the future of this site. The 
Society criticised the council’s ‘effort[s] to stifle mounting public opposition’ to the proposed 
privatisation, and legitimised their claim with reference to the National Trust classification (INE 
1973/182). A follow-up letter identified how towers that cast shadows over the square must be 
disallowed, and that the proposed building designs were not in harmony with the style of the 
memorial (INE 1973/223). In sympathy with Brisbanites, who were fearful of losing this major civic 
space in a political environment in which dissent was being stifled, the final report shared a full-page 
photograph of the square. According to the caption, it was the ‘now-doomed Anzac Square’ (Report 
of the national estate 1974: 250). In the end, however, having received this national exposure—
which perhaps added to the reluctance of the State Government to intervene to bring to an end the 
Council’s inaction—this report of ANZAC Square’s demise turned out to be greatly exaggerated, and 
the Square reopened in the lead up to the 1982 Commonwealth Games (Cole 1984: 249). 
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Queensland’s most influential urban submission came from its National Trust. The Queensland Trust 
was established in 1963 by an Act of Parliament and had a more socially diverse membership than 
Trusts in other states (Davison 1991a: 19, Sheaffe 2013). Similar to its counterparts, the National 
Trust of Queensland submission was self-congratulatory: ‘In the year subsequent to 1971 the Trust 
has burgeoned into an effective conservation organisation’ (INE 1973/171). It was also prescriptive 
as to how it might lead heritage preservation efforts for the built environment: more classifications, 
better legislation and education, further acquisitions of property, more staff and so forth. These 
efforts were predicated on increased funding for the Trust. Making the submission relevant to the 
national scale of the inquiry, the Trust called on the Australian Government to involve itself in these 
efforts, particularly through model legislation, coordination and preserving property it owned. A list 
of approximately 120 classified places, mostly buildings located in Brisbane, was then forwarded. A 
follow-up letter by honorary secretary P.J. Forrest was more pointed. It declared that there were still 
‘hundreds of other buildings or objects [in Queensland] worthy of classification’, but lamented that 
listed buildings ‘are frequently threatened with demolition’ (INE 1973/176). No further detail on 
these places was provided, nor historical synopsis, nor the Trust criteria used to assess their heritage 
significance. Most problematically, how these places explicitly related to the national estate was 
hardly canvassed. 

The National Trust submissions operated in a different register than the other submissions. In a 
report titled ‘Assistance to the National Trusts and Other Appropriate Conservation Groups for 
Recurring Expenditure’, committee members Walker and Yencken argued ‘voluntary citizen bodies 
are carrying the burden of a major part of the total national effort of conserving the National Estate’ 
(INE 1973/452). Most of the Trust submissions were made up of registers of places. Any place that 
was identified by a Trust, including by the Queensland Trust, was taken for granted by the inquiry as 
belonging in the national estate. Yet the submissions from Queensland lacked the detail found in the 
Trust submissions from other states (per INE 1973). The quality of the submission reflected how well 
established each Trust was, the resources available to it, and what heritage meant to the Trust. In 
the Queensland case, heritage was mostly conceived in terms of aesthetics and age, and to a lessor 
extent conjured urban amenity. The quality of a Trust submission did not, however, impact how it 
was received by the inquiry. Their concerns and recommendations took precedence, their registers 
taken as unquestionable heritage lists, unconditionally admitted into the inquiry, and often noted in 
the final report. With the gravitas of a national inquiry, Yencken and particularly Walker further 
legitimised the National Trust movement. This was especially beneficial for Queensland and Western 
Australia, whose inchoate Trusts each benefited from a uniform state grant of $20,000 in 1973-74 
(Report of the national estate 1974: appendix F). For Brisbane, the inquiry also recommended the 
Trust receive funding to restore the Old Windmill in Wickham Park (INE 1973/565). 

For the Australian city, the inquiry may have contributed further momentum to emergent local 
heritage movements, and yet certain conceptions of what might be called ‘respectable heritage’ 
dominated proceedings. The inquiry treated its submissions unevenly; dependent on the source of 
the submission and irrespective of the content itself. It also did not seek to remedy absences such as 
the failure of Queensland’s experts or professionals to engage with the inquiry. Ultimately, the 
submissions from Queensland’s National Trust were privileged because of the special position held 
by the Trust in the other Australia states. Yet this was perhaps less problematic in practice since 
there was hardly systematic engagement with urban heritage by government, professional or 
community organisations. In the end, the inquiry attempted to nurtuse the urban heritage 
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consciousness of Queenslanders in a top-down fashion. From Brisbane and the Gold Coast, 
simultaneously, the future boundaries of urban heritage were at once being drawn through 
presences and absences: particularly the emphasis on (eco-) tourism at the expense of urban place, 
even whilst concerned people continued to agitate for place heritage safeguards. Australia’s leading 
heritage protagonists—including Melbourne’s Yencken and Sydney’s Walker—were also shaping 
Brisbane’s and the Gold Coast’s future heritage landscape from afar, treating it as derivative to other 
Australian cities. Investigating across scales such as the national and the local, to embrace a multi-
scale approach, therefore reveals the complexities of Brisbane’s and the Gold Coast’s history of 
urban heritage, hitherto unrecognised in the historiography. The Inquiry momentarily revealed a 
genuine everyday concern for urban heritage in 1970s Brisbane and foreshadowed the peculiar 
place that heritage would later hold on the Gold Coast.  
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